Polyester (Coated)

- Gray 312
- Black 311
- White 313
- Dark Green 314
- Medium Blue 315
- Tan 316
- Red 317
- Purple 318
- Orange 319

Air Distribution Concepts
POLYESTER

CONSTRUCTION ......................... 300 denier Coated Polyester
       With EPA approved antimicrobial agent

WEIGHT ..................................... 7 oz. per sq. yard

FLAME RETARDANCY ...................... Cal. Fire Marshall, NFPA-701
       CPAI-84, ASTME84, CLASS 1
       ICCes Report (ESR-2646)  AC-167
       Meets NFPA 90A / 90B building materials
       Specs. For flame spread (25) and smoke
devolution (50)
       CAN/ULC S-109

MELT TEMP. ................................ 350 Degrees F

TONGUE TEAR............................... Warp 43 lb.
       Weft 48 lb. ASTM D2261-96

AIR PERMEABILITY.......................@ 125 Pa 0 cfm /sq. ft.

These are typical property values and are intended as guides only.
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